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Located in Lille, northern France, Leor Literary Agency is a foreign and domes
tic rights agency. We work on a behalf of a broad group of French publishers
and promote their catalogues on the international literary scene.

FRENCH EXCELLENCE
By selling translation rights on behalf of their clients, our agents aim to pro
mote French excellence around the world and ensure the highest level of per
formance as they prospect new deals for publishers and writers alike. French
literature thrives far beyond the country’s borders, particularly when it comes
to children’s books, comics, and fiction.

HIGH QUALITY INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS
The ambition and high standards of publishing houses such as Locus So
lus, Apogée, and La Pimpante have caught the eye of foreign publishers and
prompted a deep interest in independent French press. Leor Literary Agency
is proud to represent such a range of dynamic publishers and promote French
culture overseas.

WANT TO DISCUSS OUR CATALOG?
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https://calendly.com/leoragency
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GRAPHIC NOVEL

18th century: a scientiﬁc expedition turns into an
extraordinary adventure, in the heart of the jungle.
 A tensed, documented, lyrical scenario: Apocalypse Now in the 18th century!
 Each spread is a masterpiece, mixing techniques: acrylic, pastel...
 A cinemascope effect which reminds of the successful Les Indes fourbes.
The true story, in the 18th century, of an expedition
of French scientists to Ecuador: ambitious geographer
La Condamine; rigorous mathematician Bouguer;
epicurean astronomer Godin; incorruptible physician
and herbalist Jussieu... An exploration of knowledge
in the broadest sense. On the King’s orders, they
leave for the Andes to check if the Earth is indeed
round! The scientiﬁc challenge of the time is to
measure the curves of the meridians. Yes, but here is
the problem: not everything will happen exactly as
planned... With the equator’s humidity, while
smallpox spreads and the Indians fall under the colonial and religious domination, a great adventure
awaits them, full of adjectives ranging from admirable to cowardice... "Men of Enlightenment, they
experienced the irrational."

ARNAUD LE GOUËFFLEC & BRIAC
Arnaud Le Gouëfflec is a proliﬁc writer, novelist,
comic book scriptwriter and musician. He has published with Glénat (Lino Ventura & l’œil de verre, Underground), Delcourt (Mystère & Boule de gomme, Fluide glacial,
etc.) and writes chronicles in La Revue Dessinée.
Briac Queillé is an author, painter and cartoonist, he
lives in Brittany (France). He is the author of acclaimed albums such as ArMen 43, La Nuit Mac Orlan (with
Arnaud Le Gouëfflec, published by Locus Solus). He
has won prestigious awards. His world, expressionist
and graphic, is unique.

MERIDIAN
Standalone

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 144
WORDS: TBC
ISBN: 9782368333624
PUBLICATION DATE: 04/2022
PUBLISHER: Locus Solus Publishing

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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GRAPHIC NOVEL

The fascinating story of Captain Nemo, main character of Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas.
 In Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas, Jules Verne imagined the famous
Captain Nemo who has become a model for many science ﬁction novels.
 This graphic novel gives a background to his tormented behavior.
In India, 261 years BC, the powerful Ashoka and his
armies conquer the last prosperous state lacking in
his gigantic empire, the city of Kalinga. After his
victory, he learns from the tortured people that a
treasure is hidden on an island in Lake Chilika, a huge
shoreline lagoon connected to the Bay of Bengal.
They ﬁnd the entrance to a temple, which dives into
the depths of the island. At the end of an incredible
and majestic labyrinth, they discover a man-like
statue, holding in its hands a sort of big talisman.
According to legends, this treasure could have
allowed Ashoka to become the destroyer of worlds...
and yet, more than 2 millennia later, it is believed that
this talisman was locked up with Napoleon in his
grave, the day after his death. At least, this is what
worries a strange guest who arrives in Cherbourg
harbor, on the Belle-Poule ship that is carrying the
Emperor’s corpse from St. Helena island. This guest,
accompanied by a turban-wearing Indian, introduces
himself as Prince Dakkar of Bundelkund, an enemy of
the English colonists and a friend of France. Officially,
he is on an educational trip around the world...

NICOLAS HERVOCHES & GWENDAL
LEMERCIER
Nicolas Hervoches is an outstanding cinephile and
ﬁlm-maker. He works on short ﬁlms, documentaries,
music videoclips... He is also a writer of scripts for
comics and ﬁlms.
Gwendal Lemercier is an illustrator, painter and
author or co-author of numerous comics, notably
for Soleil Celtic, Glénat... and children’s books (Locus
Solus). He is passionate about the world of piracy.

ALIAS NEMO #1
PRINCE DAKKAR
Standalone

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 56
WORDS: 5,000
ISBN: 9782368333365
PUBLICATION DATE: 10/2021
PUBLISHER: Locus Solus Publishing

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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J’en ai croisé quelques-uns, comme David
Mannes qui , devenu premier violon du New York
Symphony Orchestra, n’avait pas oublié le
professeur noir de son enfance pauvre.

Néanmoins le
succès du Clef
Club n’aurait pas
été possible
sans le concours
de bonnes âmes
dans le camp d’en
face. On en
trouve dans le
monde blanc.

On a créé ensemble une école de
musique pour les gamins de Harlem

et grâce à lui , on s’est produits
pour la première fois au
Carnegie Hall le 2 mai 1912,
devant une assistance…

devinez quoi ? blanche et noire !

GRAPHIC NOVEL

Irene et Vernon Castle…
Irene, quel délice pour les yeux !
Vernon, un feu follet chevaleresque !

The extraordinary story of how jazz music was brought
to Europe by African-Americans during WW II.
 Already translated into English and Italian.
 A man at the height of his glory, star of Broadway, puts on the American
uniform to change attitudes towards his community.
1917. When the Americans landed in France, they did
not just bring victory with them. A new kind of music
invaded
oldpolicer
continent:
jazz. Born of a ﬁerce
Ilsthe
ont su
nos danses
de nègres pour les rendre
desire to
ﬁght against segregation, a black orchestra
acceptables dans les salons
de
la
té blanche
;
built itselfbonne
into socié
a legend,
defying
death in the
ils avaient le diable au corps,
trenches.maisOn
Januarydomest
1st, 1918,
un diable
iqué. the 15th Regiment of
the New York National Guard landed in Western
France. This group was particularly unique, for the
crew was made up entirely of black soldiers, including a lieutenant with a fated name, James Reese
Europe. In the ﬁnal months of the conﬂict, this
courageous battalion built for themselves a solid
reputation as combatants, earning the nickname
“Harlem Hellﬁghters” and the famous Croix de
Guerre. During the year 1918, the regimental fanfare,
led by J.R. Europe, performed concerts. Its music
sparked enthusiasm wherever it went and spread jazz
across Europe to eventually make the genre one of
the most celebrated around. Ambitious musician,
leader of men, and renowned Broadway entertainer,
J.R. Europe joined the army thinking that he was
seizing a historical opportunity to bring forward the
cause of his community. Yet after the triumphant
tandis que
return to
his country, he is confronted by the cruel
je créais
une
nouve
lle in society.
reality of his place

la folie de la danse s’est emparée
de Paris, Londres, New York où ils
ont ouvert en même temps, fin 1913,
une école, la Castle House, et
le Sans Souci , un cabaret.
j’y ai un temps officié.

JAZZ LIEUTENANT
Standalone

organisation pour
accompagner le
mouvement :

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 80
WORDS: 8,000
ISBN: 9782368331873
PUBLICATION DATE: 10/2018
PUBLISHER: Locus Solus Publishing

MALO DURAND, ERWAN LE BOT & JIWA

Un triomphe !!

14

10

Malo Durand was born in 1973 and grew up in Roscoff,
in the west of France. In 1998, he did his military
service in Paris and worked as a copywriter for a military newspaper. Later on, he took up secondary
school teaching, ﬁrst in Morlaix and then in Brest.
Erwan Le Bot studied cartoon illustration at EESI in
Angoulême. He is the author of Arrêts sur Brest, published by Editions Océaniques and La bande des... 5 for
the Association Normande de Bande Dessinée.
Jiwa is a Franco-Belgian cartoon colorist.

Le Tempo Club

RIGHTS SOLD
English, Italian
15
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Une campagne de diffusion
massive de fausses informations
sur l’avancée des troupes avait
été planifiée. Goebbels, fidèle à
ses méthodes, exigeait que La
Continental-films y participe
en fournissant des images.

Ces films devaient être
présentés aux actualités
filmées dans tous les
cinémas allemands à l’été
1942.

D’où
le choix de
Corps-Nuds
et son église
néo-byzantine !

Exactement.

Pourquoi avoir
choisi ma mère pour jouer
la jeune russe ?

Quand Gréven l’a vue le soir
de la première du film
« Les inconnus dans la maison »,
il a immédiatement validé mon
idée. Le rôle était fait
pour elle.

Greven obtenait
toujours ce
qu’il voulait.

J’ai un service
à vous demander,
Raimu.
J’ai besoin de vous
sur un tournage en province,
trois jours, pas davantage.

A suffering mother at last reveals a family secret to
her daughter which dates back to World War II.
 A thrilling main plot about a family secret regarding hidden parentage.
 Major themes like collaboration with the enemy and wartime propaganda to encompass contemporary issues such as Alzheimer’s and memory.
In 1942, a propaganda ﬁlm is secretly shot in western
France. With it, Nazi Germany hopes to make the
population believe a military breakthrough has
reached Ukraine. Helene, a young actress, takes part
in the ﬁlm and contributes to Nazi Germany’s
inﬂuence. But does she know of the danger that may
be held in store for her by the ﬁlm community she
frequents?
Many years later, Helene has grown old and is suffering from Alzheimer’s. Before her passing, she reveals
to her daughter Anne about her time as an actress
during the Occupation and her work for the French
studios Continental Films, then in the hands of
master propagandist Joseph Goebbels. This collaboration with the enemy led Helene to a tragic love
affair with a German soldier, who is Anne’s real father.
A long investigation into the traces of a terrible past
then follows.

Et Raimu,
pourquoi a-t-il
accepté ?

Il l’invita à dîner au Ritz. Il
s’était convaincu de la
nécessité de sa présence
pour tromper les villageois
sur la vraie nature
du tournage.

GRAPHIC NOVEL

OLIVIER KERAVAL & LEYHO
Les français vous
aiment. Votre présence
les rassurera.
Vous m’inquiétez,
Gréven. De quoi
s’agit-il ?
Tiens donc.
Et pour
quelle
raison ?

Et si
je refuse ?
Je fais retirer
« Les inconnus dans
la maison » de toutes les
salles. On n’entendra plus
jamais parler de ce film. . .

Olivier Keraval lives in Rennes in Brittany and writes
comic book scripts. He loves literature and writes
short stories alongside his other work. After working
in events and travelling, he read numerous dark
novels before ﬁnally publishing illustrated stories
such as Danse macabre.
Leyho (Léo Régeard) is an illustrator who is passionate about history and cinema. He works in cinema-animation special effects, having started with
major post-production companies in Paris before
moving to Dublin where he contributes to US series
such as Game of Thrones.

A WARTIME LOVE
Standalone

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 72
WORDS: 6,000
ISBN: 9782368332863
PUBLICATION DATE: 09/2020
PUBLISHER: Locus Solus Publishing

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

57
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GRAPHIC NOVEL

To secretly bring the famous painting The Origin of the
World overseas, Hélias will come with a clever plan...
 A bestselling author, already translated into a number of languages.
 A quasi-romantic storyline that draws as much from human psychology
as it does from action.
When a wealthy sponsor asks Hélias Dall to bring
Courbet’s daringly explicit masterpiece, The Origin of
the World overseas to him, the explorer divises a
clever plan: he will ask his friend Paul Gauguin to
cover the scandalous painting with an innocent
country landscape, one that no border guard will
suspect. In Pont-Aven, a small town invaded by
artists, Helias ﬁnds Gauguin fully engaged in an
aesthetic revolution. Around this bubblingly creative
character takes place the adventure of a mysterious
picture and an ingenious idea.

BRUNO LE FLOC’H
Bruno Le Floc’h (1957-2012) was a cartoonist, scriptwriter, and colorist as well as the author of illustrated albums that have become classics and been
translated into a number of languages such as Au bord
du monde (Delcourt, 2003), Trois éclats blancs (Delcourt,
2003), Chroniques Outremers (Dargaud, 2014).

LANDSCAPE WITH
A RED DOG
Standalone

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 80
WORDS: 10,000
ISBN: 9782368330951
PUBLICATION DATE: 10/2015
PUBLISHER: Locus Solus Publishing

RIGHTS SOLD
41
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COMICS

Peace has been restored to Thiar. But one day, the
ghost dragon is back and seems to be a new threat.
 By a multi-awarded author.
 The comic book sequel to the Carter Brims teen novel series, currently
being adapted into an animated movie.
150 years earlier the island of Reunion had been
devastated by a dragon attack. After the survivors
were brought to the city walls and encircled by
wizard Alexander Thiar’s magic, a new city was born.
The story takes place after the Carter Brims saga. Dini
is now 10 years old. Peace has been restored to Thiar.
The elite no longer exists, since dragons are no longer
the enemies of the city. There is no more training to
learn to how ﬁght them, but Dini is still going to
school to learn the basics; a normal life, without
magic. He remained a Wyrm. Only his family and
Carter’s friends are aware of this. But dragons had
promised to allow the Wyrms to live in peace and
return only when danger to humanity arose. One day,
the ghost dragon is back. It seems that a new threat
is hanging over Thiar and its inhabitants.

UPCOMING
COVER

AYALUNA & MARIE DANIELLE MERCA
Ayaluna was born in Brussels, Belgium. She became
passionate with the world of comics and manga at
an early age and started drawing her favorite characters before creating her own stories. At the age of 20,
she launched her ﬁrst comic blog and, published
illustrations on various platforms. She then began
self-publishing and published several amateur
comics. At the same time, she became the illustrator
for the children’s series Carter Brims.
Marie Danielle Merca is a proliﬁc fantasy writer and
enthusiast. In 2013 she created La Plume et le Parchemin in order to publish her own work and that of
other writers from Reunion and elsewhere. This
project allowed her to win the 2014 Creator Challenge
Insertion Award and the 2015 Julie Mars Prize.

SUPER DINI #1 - THE RETURN
OF THE DRAGON
Book 1 of 2

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: TBC
WORDS: TBC
ISBN: TBC
PUBLICATION DATE: TBC
PUBLISHER: La Plume et le Parchemin

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
à suivre
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COMICS

Methanica is made of three neighboring cities where
Humans, Roboids and Mutants have found shelter.
 By multi-awarded authors.
 A reﬂection on subjects that question more and more the young public:
how far would we ever be able to go for love, power and convictions?
In a post-apocalyptic world, a handful of survivors
rebuild their lives in a huge metropolitan area built
by the so-called “Supremes”. Methanica, made up of
three cities sheltering Humans, Roboids and Mutants,
is, despite its peaceful appearance, a raging hell.
Colombane lives in the City of Humans and is
engaged to Pierrot. They form a duo of artists who
survive by performing on the streets. While Pierrot
is unable to look beyond his own backyard, Colombane dreams of Rosanica. During her entire childhood, the young woman was fascinated by the
legend her late mother sang to her. Beyond the
Fogmar, the endless and dangerous fog that surrounds
Methanica, the legend says there is a heavenly place
where everyone is born equal. When Colombane
learns that Rosanica might indeed exist and that it is
Hussyface, the Supreme of their City, who holds the
key to her dream, the young woman decides to leave
everything behind to reach the place of her dreams.
Who, among the Human Supreme messengers, or
among Colombane’s friends, will join her in time to
prevent her from falling into the traps of the creatures that lurk in the area? And how far will they go?

MARIE DANIELLE MERCA & IRMINO
Marie Danielle Merca is a proliﬁc fantasy writer and
enthusiast. In 2013 she created La Plume et le Parchemin in order to publish her own work and that of
other writers from Reunion and elsewhere. This
project allowed her to win the 2014 Creator Challenge
Insertion Award and the 2015 Julie Mars Prize.
Irmino started his career as an architect and archeologist before devoting himself exclusively to comic
books illustration... He was awarded the following
prizes: 2nd prize at the Saint Malo comic book
contest, 1st prize at the Lanester comic book contest,
and the prize for publication at the European Journal
for Young Talents.
18

PIERROT AND COLOMBANE
#1 - METHANICA

WORK PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT, FOR REVIEWING PUROPSE ONLY

Book 1 of 2

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: TBC
WORDS: TBC
ISBN: TBC
PUBLICATION DATE: 10/2022
PUBLISHER: La Plume et le Parchemin

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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COMICS

On a tropical island lost in the ocean, dark forces are
at work. Witches and ghosts threaten to spread chaos.
 A science-ﬁction and humoristic comic book for a wide audience.
 A band of superheroes pooling their skills to protect their island from evil
forces, against a backdrop of a struggle between modernity and tradition.
On a small tropical island, dark forces are at work.
Witches and ghosts threaten to spread chaos.
Fortunately, the X-MOUNS team is there to stop
them! The X-MOUNS are Bob, a dodo with superhuman strength, Lea, a Neem girl with extraordinary
powers, and Master Thai-Zong, their mentor and
martial arts specialist. After a farm was destroyed by
mutant chickens in the south of the island, Master
Thaï-Zong asks his two students, Bob and Lea, to
investigate these mysterious phenomena. The guilty
parties are none other than the Evil Duo GMK (Grand
Mother Kal), the witch master of dark spells and
Labuse, the immortal specter. A difficult and risky
investigation awaits our heroes.

ANAOR KARIM & RÉMI MOREL
After studying classical art and then animation at the
Gobelins school, Anaor Karim focused on creating
his own universes that range from classical science
ﬁction to darker and more tortured futuristic worlds.
Scriptwriting is another of his exploration ﬁelds, be
it for comics or video games.
Rémi Morel is an illustrator and comic book author
born in 1987, whose style is inﬂuenced by manga and
American comics. Originally from the Reunion Island,
an overseas department of France where he lives,
this drawing and comic book enthusiast became
known through his ﬁrst album, a one-shot about the
unlikely friendship between a Creole girl and a dodo,
published in 2017 by Epsilon.

X-MOUNS #1 - THE WHITE
WORMS ATTACK
Book 1 of 2

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 202
WORDS: 4,000
ISBN: 9791097402600
PUBLICATION DATE: 11/2020
PUBLISHER: La Plume et le Parchemin

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
20
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YGGDRASIL SENTAI #3 - MAGNI

ABOUT THIS SERIES

336 page / 6,000 words

YGGDRASIL SENTAI #5
RESURRECTION

192 page / 4,000 words

YGGDRASIL SENTAI #2 - VALI

192 page / 4,000 words

YGGDRASIL SENTAI #1 - HÖDE

CLICK ON THE BOOKS’ COVER TO DOWNLOAD THEIR SALES SHEET!

184 page / 1,800 words

192 page / 4,000 words

Yggdrasil Sentai is a heroic-fantasy saga in 5 independent volumes written by Romain Huet.
The first 4 volumes are 100% independent, each presenting a new heroine, and the final volume to bring them all together and wrap up the story.
In ancient times when Nordic Gods rub shoulders with men, 5 young girls are bound by an
incredible destiny: to become Yggdrasil Sentai.
Follow their adventures in this world where everything seems to go against their will and where
danger lurks... How will they manage to overcome the challenges that await them and how will
they become Yggdrasil Sentai?
Mixing skillfully shônen adventures and social issues, the manga invites the readers to question some of our society’s shortcomings, for their greatest pleasure...

22

YGGDRASIL SENTAI #4 - LIF & LIFTH

YGGDRASIL SENTAI SERIES

23

REQUEST A PDF

MANGA

Two teen fall in love. Unfortunately, among vikings,
homosexual relations are punishable by death.
 15,000+ copies sold.
 Strong female characters, a reﬂexion on homosexuality.
 A beautifully illustrated and produced book.
Höde is a young Viking warrior. She has lived near the
court of the King and Princess Nanna since she was
a child.
Over the years, the two teenage girls have grown
close and fallen in love. Unfortunately, homosexual
relationships are punishable by death and when the
king ﬁnds out, he has no choice but to condemn the
young women.
Out of love for Nanna and to save her from certain
death, Höde takes full responsibility and is
condemned to wander through Fafnir’s labyrinth. If
she manages to get out of it, she will be pardoned
and free to go wherever she wants, but the labyrinth
has some terrible trials in store for her.

ROMAIN HUET
After studying electronics, Romain Huet left everything to attend the Pivaut Art School in Nantes,
where he specialized in comics and illustration and
graduated four years later. After meeting his collaborator, Philippe Briones, he brought out his ﬁrst comic
book, Geek Agency Level 1: Resident Geek, published by
Ankama.

YGGDRASIL SENTAI #1
HÖDE
LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 192
WORDS: 4,000
ISBN: 978295681634
PUBLICATION DATE: 03/2018
PUBLISHER: Doshin

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
24
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REQUEST A PDF

MANGA

A fearful guru promises two children shelter, safety,
and food, and manupulates them to become soldiers.
 15,000+ copies sold.
 A reﬂexion on mind control and maniplation. Strong female characters.
 A beautifully illustrated and produced book.
Vali, a young girl from the streets, always accompanied by her best friend Sven, meets Hjalmar, a man
who at ﬁrst glance seems charming and who calls
himself the Benefactor.
He promises the two children shelter, safety, and
food. Convinced by his warm nature, the two friends
follow him home, but he turns out to be a fearful
guru, espousing unwavering worship of the god Loki.
Sven and Vali grow up in this closed world, one becoming a soldier on behalf of the manipulator, the
other becoming what he calls a Soothsayer, a holy
woman. Under mentorship of the soothsayer Eylis,
Vali seems bound to become a human bomb to the
glory of Loki with aims to restore balance in the
world.
However, the young woman is beginning to doubt
the validity of her mission. Is she about to bring
down the guru and fulﬁll her destiny?

ROMAIN HUET
After studying electronics, Romain Huet left everything to attend the Pivaut Art School in Nantes,
where he specialized in comics and illustration and
graduated four years later. After meeting his collaborator, Philippe Briones, he brought out his ﬁrst comic
book, Geek Agency Level 1: Resident Geek, published by
Ankama.

YGGDRASIL SENTAI #2
VALI
LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 192
WORDS: 4,000
ISBN: 978295681634
PUBLICATION DATE: 08/2018
PUBLISHER: Doshin

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
26
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REQUEST A PDF

MANGA

Magni was born half elf and half human. The elf king
rejects her as he seeks to keep the elf race pure.
 15,000+ copies sold.
 Strong female characters, and a reﬂexion on racism and the acceptance
of difference.
In the world of Alfheim, kingdom of the white elves,
a little girl is born. Magni is the result of the union
between the elf princess and a human. The elf king
Freyr does not accept the birth of this mixed-blood
child. His race, which he has sought to keep as pure
as he can for hundreds of years, is on the verge of
being corrupted. This is particularly upsetting to the
king as he considers the child to be more like a huge
human baby than a little elf. To ward off what he
considers a monster, he expels Magni and her father
from the castle.
When she is violently cast out, little Magni ﬂees with
her wounded father into the forest towards the
unseen summit of Mount Thor. Our heroine must
unfortunately travel to this land if she wishes to fulﬁll
the mysterious fate her father speaks of. Meanwhile,
in the shadow of the forgotten land, a host of dark
elves led by Zoar stands ready to invade the white
kingdom of Alfheim.
How will Magni reach the top? How will she end the
impending war between two civilizations? What
secrets about the Yggdrasil Sentai will be revealed to
her?

ROMAIN HUET
After studying electronics, Romain Huet left everything to attend the Pivaut Art School in Nantes,
where he specialized in comics and illustration and
graduated four years later. After meeting his collaborator, Philippe Briones, he brought out his ﬁrst comic
book, Geek Agency Level 1: Resident Geek, published by
Ankama.

YGGDRASIL SENTAI #3
MAGNI
LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 184
WORDS: 1,800
ISBN: 978956281641
PUBLICATION DATE: 04/2019
PUBLISHER: Doshin

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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REQUEST A PDF

MANGA

Following a disaster, two genetically created twin
sisters will have to face the outside world.
 15,000+ copies sold.
 Two particularly endearing heroines.
 A reﬂection on sensitive themes such as transhumanism and child abuse.
Twin sisters, Lifth and Lif, artiﬁcially created by a
scientist named Rie, are left trapped in a laboratory,
buried by a terrible earthquake. Having lived through
the disaster, the two young girls cannot escape from
their stone prison and have to help and care for each
other in order to survive.
Many years later, when looters manage to break into
the laboratory, Lifth and Lif seize their chance and
ﬁnally succeed in getting back into the open air!
Unfortunately, they know nothing about the outside
world and struggle to understand this completely
new environment. The task is made even harder
when their new playmates, a colorful bunch of young
boys, are kidnapped by a mysterious organization
called Midgardsorm.
Will Lifth and Lif manage to free their friends and
uncover their kidnappers’ secrets?

ROMAIN HUET
After studying electronics, Romain Huet left everything to attend the Pivaut Art School in Nantes,
where he specialized in comics and illustration and
graduated four years later. After meeting his collaborator, Philippe Briones, he brought out his ﬁrst comic
book, Geek Agency Level 1: Resident Geek, published by
Ankama.

YGGDRASIL SENTAI #4
LIF & LIFTH
LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 184
WORDS: 1,800
ISBN: 978956281641
PUBLICATION DATE: 03/2020
PUBLISHER: Doshin

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Contact Information

https://www.leor-agency.com/en

General Information

Rights Information

Jérome Delattre
Marketing Executive
contact@leor.bzh
+33(0)7 67 69 39 13

Yannaelle Boucher
Literary Agent
yannaelle@leor.bzh
+33(0)7 67 69 39 13

